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About This Game

A mysterious creature has destroyed a village located near Walden's cabin, killing every person residing on the premises. Now,
Walden wants revenge. This is the story of an old hunter who has nothing to lose.

Jump scares to chill your bones;

Exclusive sound-design and horrifying scenarios;

Original soundtrack produced by Igo Carminatti.

(Played by famous youtubers such as "PewDiePie", "Markiplier" and many
others)
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This game costs less than a cup of coffee and is more enjoyable.
I really like the western setup and omg the soundtrack is awesome! Most of the game however feels really unpolished and
prototypey. There's a lot of potential though and I'd love to see a complete remake of this game with cheese factor turned to 11,
better rendering engine, faster combat, more enemies and most importantly voice acting!
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